
Research of photography:

My research direction was in nature poster and scenery photography, many natural
work make me impressed, some of the special black and white photographs, and it is
the way I need to deep research and explore, because I need to edit my photos
upload to Photoshop, it is a process of making posters are particularly important, so I
need to draw lessons from the ideas of many photographers, to observe how they
shot in black and white photos and combining with the my idea to make a series of
work.

In addition, the poster with the color contrast, background picture of grey. Photo not
only need to be photographed but also need to be processes using software.
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Research of natural poster:

This is a process I took away from the camera, using digital art (Photoshop). My first
series was focus on detail layout, cutting, reassembling, font recognition, color
screening, etc. When I got some feedback after I felt that too complex, and then I
search on Pinterest, I found a lot of designers for natural poster idea is advanced.
Simple, this is how I feel after seeing their work. It doesn't mean simple to make or
less elemental.........they are made in ways that are more interesting and easier to
understand. Then I painted many fonts on the paper and combined with simple
landscape as a background, I think big fonts more lofty and can give people fresh and
long-standing feel, with a bit of blur color contrast, makes the gray background
with simple and dreamy feeling.
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Images and pinterest references:

https://society6.com/product/big-letter-watercolor-letter_notebook?sku=s6-709085
6p59a202v706

https://www.pinterest.nz/yihang1725/framing-the-scape/

https://www.pinterest.nz/yihang1725/black-and-whitephotoshop/

http://anseladams.com/ansel-adams-bio/

http://shop.anseladams.com/category_s/60.htm

http://shop.anseladams.com/category_s/113.htm

http://shop.anseladams.com/Trees_Valley_Fog_Dusk_Yosemite_Valley_p/17150482.
htm

https://society6.com/product/ampersand-ctd_print

https://www.pinterest.nz/yihang1725/framing-the-scape/
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